8           THE VED^NTA A3SID ITS HEGELIAN CBITIOS.   [CHAP. 11.
But the objections urged against the Indian Veddnta, stated in
general terms, are that the Brahma of this system is an empty ab-
straction, an infinite blank, that the Veddnta is a system of Acosmism,
Antitheistic Pantheism, and its ethics is the negative ethics of an
Asceticism which renounces the world and withdraws from it as from
an empty illusion.
Objections like these would be intelligible, if taken by that class of
philosophers, who are influenced by the Cartesian dualism of spirit and
matter, and who assign an equal and independent reality to both, con-
necting the two by the arbitrary supposition of an outside God creating
out of nothing. But, curiously enough., such objections come also from
those who themselves are se Absolute Idealists." I mean those whose
thoughts are greatly influenced by Hegelianism, which is known as a
system of Absolute Idealism, and which virtually is a good deal akin
to the Indian Vedanta, though, perhaps, only up to a certain point.
At present I shall deal only with the notion of the Indian Brahma
being an empty abstraction or an infinite blank.1
Though it is generally believed that Hegel's meaning " cannot be
wrung from him by any amount of mere reading," and though it is
said that "he requires to be distilled . . . to an extent which
is unparalleled,3' I must, at the outset, try to state what I under-
stand to be his view of the universe and what he himself understands
by an empty or false abstraction.
The Hegelian view of the universe is that it is an organism of which
Man, Nature and God are the necessary components, and that none
of these three elements can be conceived as existing by itself and for
itself. Yon cannot conceive Mind 'without Nature, or Nature without
Mind; that though, on a lower plane, there is recognised the antithesis
beiween tlie Ego and the Non-Ego—that is, tetween spirit and matter,
ti» Bgo can transcend the Non-Ego and reconcile itself in God, in
whxxia, ^wMIe the antithesis disappear the Ego and the Non-Ego
do not loee their individuality, and the ground of such capacity is the
f^st tlxat there is intelligence or reason in aU the three—there is in-
NIigwce m man, intelligence in Nature, and intelligence, of course,
in God. This is tlhe doctrine of Unity in Variety.
^^^st^          m  W ^^.See ^passage quoted
—w^A^a xagore e badliana,"   below m another connexion.—ED.

